We treat a result concerning the generator of the modulus semigroup of a strongly continuous semigroup acting on the product of Banach lattices with order continuous norm.
Introduction
Let E = E 1 × · · · × E n be the product of Banach lattices with order continuous norm. Let A = (A jk ) j,k=1,...,n be an operator matrix on E satisfying (A1) for j = 1, . . . , n, the operator A jj is the generator of a C 0 -semigroup on E j having a modulus semigroup whose generator we denote by A # jj , (A2) for j, k = 1, . . . , n, j = k, the operator A jk ∈ L(E k , E j ) is regular, and therefore has a modulus |A jk | ∈ L(E k , E j ).
We recall that the modulus semigroup S of a C 0 -semigroup T on a Banach lattice E is the smallest C 0 -semigroup dominating T (i.e., |T (t)x| S(t)|x| for all x ∈ E , t 0).
The operator matrix A introduced above is defined on the domain D(A) . .= D(A 11 ) × · · · × D(A nn ). It was the object of the paper [4] to show that the C 0 -semigroup generated by A has a modulus whose generator is given by
However, at one point we could not follow the argument given in [4] ; see Section 2. It is the purpose of the present paper to close this gap. For more information as well as for motivation we refer to [4] . In particular we recall that the result is a generalisation of a result in the finite dimensional case; cf. [5] .
A preparation
In this section we prove an auxiliary result that does not need additional hypotheses on the Banach lattices.
Lemma. Let
∈ L(E), and assume that B is dominated by an operator C ∈ L(E).
is dominated by C as well.
C|x|, and similarly for the second component. This implies |B 0 x| C|x|, which means that B 0 is dominated by C . 
Proposition. Let
, and denote by T , T 0 the C 0 -semigroups generated by A, A 0 , respectively. Let S be a C 0 -semigroup on E dominating T . Then T 0 is dominated by S as well.
Proof. Considering the operator
A 11 A 12 A 21 A 22 as the sum of the unperturbed operator A 0 = A 11 0 0 A 22 and the (bounded) perturbation 0 A 12 A 21 0 one obtains a representation of the perturbed semigroup T as
The key observations concerning this representation are that T 0 (t) is an operator matrix having only diagonal non-zero entries, that T 1 (t) only has off-diagonal non-zero entries, and that there exists c 0 0 such that
for all t 0, where R 0 (t) denotes the diagonal part of the operator matrix R(t). This inequality yields, by induction,
for all n ∈ N. Replacing t by t/n we obtain
With c 1 . .= sup 0 t 1 S(t) , c 2 . .= sup 0 t 1 T 0 (t) the last term in inequality (1.1)
can be estimated as
for large n ∈ N. As a consequence, (1.1) yields the assertion.
The modulus semigroup
In this section we assume the hypotheses presented in the introduction. It is sufficient to consider the case n = 2 since it was shown in [4; Proof of The following result will serve as a final preparation for the proof. It contains the interesting information that the modulus semigroup of (e tA ) t 0 is bounded below by the modulus of the diagonal semigroup generated by A 0 . .= A 11 0 0 A 22 .
We use the notation T (t) . .= e tA , T 0 (t) . .= e tA 0 (t 0), we denote the corresponding modulus semigroups by T # , T # 0 , respectively, and we define T (t) . .= e t A (t 0). (b) We denote by T 01 , T 02 the C 0 -semigroups generated by A 11 , A 22 , respectively. We have to show that the semigroup T .
Proposition. With the previous hypotheses and notations, the following statements hold:
In order to proceed we recall how the modulus semigroup T # 0 can be obtained. We denote by Γ the set of all subdivisions of 1 by positive reals,
and, for x ∈ E + , obtain
(Note that the net ((T 0 ) γ (t)x) γ∈Γ is directed upward.) These statements are proved in [2; proof of Theorem 2.1]. Now the observation that the same procedure can be applied to T 01 and T 02 , and
|T 02 (t)| for all t 0 implies the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 2. 
where
, and the convergence (as t → 0) of the first and third terms to A # 11 x yields P 1 1 t T # (t)
This convergence together with (2.1) yields
Similarly, for x 2 ∈ D(A 
